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The informativeness of different relationships for resolving the genetic
and cultural transmission of a continuous variable is explored by com
puter simulation. Extended twin, extended nuclear-family, and adoption
designs are considered. Combining data on twin and parent-offspring
pairs provides a powerful means of detecting genetic and cultural trans
mission. The addition of uncle-nephew and first-cousin data sometimes
leads to an increase in power. Designs involving monozygotic twin pairs
and their offspring are weaker. The most powerful adoption designs in
volve data on both biological parent-adopted-away offspring and adop
tive parent-adopted offspring pairs. In the absence of information about
biological parents, combining nuclear-family, adoptive parent-adopted
offspring, and adoptive/natural sibling relationships still provides a pow
erful strategy for hypothesis testing. Adoption designs are more robust
than extended twin and extended nuclear-family designs for resolving
cultural and biological inheritance in the presence of genetic dominance
or phenotypic assortative mating.
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INTRODUCTION

Behavior geneticists have traditionally been preoccupied with estimating
the "heritability" or identifying the '"genetic architecture" (Jinks and
Fulker, 1970) of a trait. The study of monozygotic (~IZ) and dizygotic
(DZ) twin pairs reared together (Galton, 1883), separated MZ twins (New
man et al., 1937), or adopted individuals and their relatives (Burks, 1928;
Leahy, 1935) was seen primarily as a means of demonstrating genetic
influences on human variation. Recently, however, interest in environ
mental transmission (Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman, 1973; Eaves, 1976a,b;
Rao et al., 1976, 1979; Cloninger et al., 1979a,b) has grown. The methods
of behavior genetics can be used for the rigorous identification of envi
ronmental influences on human variation. This is unlikely to be achieved
by assuming that any family resemblance for a variable is necessarily
environmental in origin (Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman, 1981; Cavalli-Sforza
et al., 1982) or by making the untested assumption that the environment
can be measured ("indexed") directly (Rao et al., 1976, 1979). The iden
tification of environmental influences is likely to be advanced only by
the use of genetically informative designs, which are, in addition, capable
of resolving environmental effects.

Several of the designs traditionally favored by geneticists are com
paratively uninformative about environmental transmission. Comparing
twin pairs reared together and reared apart will detect environmental
effects shared by twins (Jinks and Fulker, 1970). The study of MZ and
DZ twin pairs reared together will also achieve this goal with great power
(Martin et al., 1978) and, at the same time, detect environmental inter
action between siblings (Eaves, 1976a). Neither of these strategies is
informative about how much of the shared environmental variation is
attributable to parent-offspring environmental transmission [vertical cul
tural transmission (VCT); Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman, 1973]. A variety
of extensions of the classical twin design has been proposed, which will
be more informative about VCT, including data on the parents of twins
(Eaves et al., 1978), the offspring of MZ twins (Nance and Corey, 1976),
and the offspring of MZ and DZ twins (Hayley and Last, 1981; Heath,
1983). Various forms of adoption design (e.g., Horn et al., 1979) have
also been used to provide estimates of both genetic arid environmental
parameters, and the necessity of such adoption data for resolving genetic
and environmental transmission has been asserted (Cloninger et al.,
1979b). No systematic study of the advantages of these different designs
has yet been published.

In this paper, we consider three different research strategies, in
volving the study of (i) extended twin designs, (ii) adoption designs, and
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Table I. Experimental DesignsQ

Twin-family designs
Tl. MZT, FST, POT
T2. MZT, FST, POT, MZUNC
T3. MZT, FST, POT, MZUNC, MZHS
T4. MZT, FST, POT, MZUNC, UNC, MZHS, FC

Adoption de signs
AI. POT, POA, FST
A2. POT, PAOT, FST
A3. POT, PAOT,FST,ANS
A4. POT, PAOT,POA,FST
A5. POT, PAOT,POA,FST,ANS

Extended nuclear-family designs
NI. MZT, FST, POT, UNC
N2. MZT, FST, POT, GPGC
N3. MZT, FST, POT, FC
N4. MZT, FST, POT, UNC, FC
N5. MZT, FST, POT, UNC, GPGC
N6. MZT, FST, POT, UNC, FC, GPGC

Q MZT, MZ twin pairs; FST, DZ twin or full-sib pairs; POT, parent
offspring; MZUNC, MZ twin-cotwin's offspring; MZHS, MZ half
siblings; UNC, uncle/aunt-nephew/niece; FC, first cousins; POA, bi
ological parent-adopted away offspring; PAOT, adoptive parent
adopted offspring; ANS, biological and adopted offspring of same
parents; GPGC, grandparent-grandchild.
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(iii) extended nuclear-family designs (including grandparent-grandchild,
uncle-niece, and first-cousin relationships) supplemented with twin data.
For each strategy, we consider the informativeness of different combi
nations of relative s for resolving genetic and environmental transmission.

METHODS

Designs

The experimental designs which we consider in this paper are sum
marized in Table I. Only designs capable of estimating the importance of
additive gene action, environmental effects shared by siblings, and VeT
from parent to offspring were examined. For some power calculations
each design was assumed to be supplemented by data on pairs of spouses.
For each experimental design, we assumed that pairs of relatives of each
type were sampled independently and in equal numbers. This assumption
allowed us to screen a large number of combinations of relationships
comparatively quickly, to identify the most informative relationships.

The terminology used in Table I is largely self-explanatory. We use
the term "MZ twin-cotwin's offspring" to describe the relationship be-
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tween an MZ twin and the cotwin's offspring and the term "MZ half
siblings" (Nance and Corey, 1976) to describe first cousins who are re
lated through a pair of MZ twins rather than through full siblings. We
consider four extended twin designs: MZ and DZ twin pairs and their
parents [design T1 (Eaves et al., 1978)], MZ twin pairs and their offspring
[including full siblings: T3 (Nance and Corey, 1976)], the same design
excluding MZ half-sibling data (T2: to determine the utility of studying
MZ twins pairs where only one twin has had offspring), and MZ and DZ
twin pairs and their offspring [T4 (Hayley and Last, 1981; Heath, 1983)].
All of the extended nuclear-family designs that we consider assume that
data are obtained on parent-offspring and MZ and DZ twin pairs. Three
of these designs are analogues of twin family designs 2 and 3, where we
assume information on blood uncle/aunt-nephew/niece (Nl, N4) and first
cousin relationships (N3, N4). The remaining extended nuclear-family
designs include data on grandparent-grandchild pairs instead of (N2)
or, in addition to (N5, N6), the uncle and first-cousin relationships. All of
the adoption designs assume that data are collected on full siblings and
offspring reared by their biological parents, together with either pairs of
a biological parent and adopted-away offspring (designs AI, A4, and A5),
pairs of an adoptive parent and adopted offspring (designs A2-A5), or
pairs of biological and adopted offspring reared by the same parents
(designs A3 and A5).

Model

The basic assumptions of the multifactorallinear additive model (cf.
Loehlin, 1978; Rice et al., 1978; Cloninger et al., 1979a,b) which we use
are summarized in the path diagram (Wright, 1934, 1968; Cloninger, 1980)
in Fig. 1, which represents the causes of resemblance of first-degree
relatives. The symbols and parameters used in Fig. 1 are as follows: P
observed phenotype: A, C, D, and E-additive genetic and familial en
vironmental values and dominance and random environmental deviations
which determine P (D and E are not represented in the parental gener
ation, since they are not required to derive expected correlations); MO,
FA, SO, and DA-subscripts identifying the mother's, father's, son's, or
daughter's phenotype, etc.; ll.-primary marital correlation [represented
as a copath (see Cloninger, 1980)] between the phenotypes of spouses
(assumed to be the same in those parents who give their child up for
adoption); h, C, d, and e-path regressions of P on A, C, D, and E; p
path regression of offspring familial environmental value on maternal or
paternal phenotypic value ("P-E transmission"); q-path regression of
offspring familial environmental value on maternal or paternal familial
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Fig. 1. Resemblance of first-degree relatives under genetic and cultural transmission. See
text for explanation of symbols.

environmental value ("E-E transmission"); and a-genotype-environ
mental correlation, which can be expressed as a function of the other
parameters of the model. Our model is thus formally identical to that
used by Loehlin (1978). We differ from Cloninger et ale (1979a,b) and
Rao et ale (1979) in assuming that the familial environmental deviations
of pairs of siblings are perfectly correlated. This assumption leads to a
parsimonious model ofVCT and does not appear implausible for cognitive
variables, for which the evidence for environmental as well as genetic
transmission is strongest (Loehlin, 1978). We ignore the problems of
selective placement and nonrandom sampling of genotypes and environ
ments which will arise in adoption studies. We assume that the study
population has reached an equilibrium in which genetic transmission,
environmental transmission, phenotypic assortative mating, and their
consequences for the covariance structure of relatives remain constant
from generation to generation (Fisher, 1918; Rice et al., 1978; Loehlin,
1978).

Expected correlations between relatives may be derived from Fig. 1
and similar diagrams drawn to incorporate other relationships (not re
produced here), using the rules for path diagrams incorporating copaths
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Table II. Expected Correlations Between Relativesa

Relationship Expected correlation

2hac

MZT
FST
MZHS

ANS
POT
MZUNC
UNC

PMZ = h2 + d2 + c2 + 2hac

PDZ = !h2[1 + J.1(h + ac)2] + id2 + c2 + 2hac

ih2[l + 2J.1(h + ac)2 + I-.l?PMz(h + acf] + C2{q2 + P2 pMZ + 2pq(c
+ ah) + 2J.1[p + q(c + ah)][PMZP + q(c + ah)] + IJ.?[P + q(c +
ah)fPMZ } + hc{aq + p(h + ac) + J.1(h + aC)[PMZP + q(c +
ah)] + J.1[p + q(c + ah)](h + ac) + fJ}(h + ac)[p + q(c +
ah)]PMZ}

ih2{1 + J.1(h + ac)2 + 21J.(h + ac)[h + ILh(h + ac)2 + 2ac] +
2J.12pDZ(h + acf} + C2{q2 + P 2pDZ + 2pq(c + ah) + 21J.[p + q(c
+ ah)][PDZP + q(c + ah)] + J.12[p + q(c + ah)fPDZ} + hc{aq +
!p[h + J.1h(h + ac)2 + 2ac] + J.1(h + aC)[PDZP + q(c + ah)] +
J.1[p + q(c + ah)][!h + !hJ.1(h + ac)2 + ac] + J.12(h + ac)[p +
q(c + ah)]PDZ}

w -112(C2 + hac)

PPOT = !h(h + ac)(l + J.1) + c[p + q(c + ah)](l + J.1)

!h(h + ac)(l + J.1PMZ) + CPPMz(l + J.1) + cq(c + ah)(l + J.1PMZ)

ih[h + J.1h(h + ac)2 + 2ac + J.1PDz(h + ac)] + CPPDZ(l + IJ.) +
cq(c + ah)(l + J.1PDZ)

ih(h + ac)(l + J.1 + 2IJ.PPOT) + CPPPOT(l + J.1) + cq[p + q(c +
ah)](l + J.1) + cq(c + ah)ppOTJ.1

POA w -1/2[!h(h + ac)(l + J.1)]

PAO W-
1I2{c[p + q(c + ah)](l + IJ.)}

where a = aq + p(h + ac)(l + J.1) + J.1q(h + ac)(c + ah) and w

GPGC

Fe

a See Table I, footnote a, for abbreviations.

given by Cloninger (1980). Expected correlations for relationships con
sidered in this paper are summarized in Table II.

Data Simulations and Model Fitting

Numerical values for expected correlations between relatives were
generated under six models: h, c, p; h, c, q; h, d, c, p; h, d, C, q; h, c,
p, ~; and h, c, q, ~. Values of (h 2 + d 2

) and (c2 + 2hac) of 0.6 and 0.2,
0.4 and 0.4, 0.2 and 0.6, and 0.3 and 0.3 were used. The first three sets
of parameter values imply that the total within-family environmental var
iance e2 = 0.2; the final set implies that e2 = 0.4. In models allowing for
dominance we assumed that h2 = 2d2

• In models allowing for primary
phenotypic assortative mating (Fisher, 1918) we assumed that f-.l- = 0.2,
0.4, or 0.6. We report results only for the cases where the environmental
transmission parameter p or q took values of 0.3 (implying, when ~ =

0, that 18% of the variance in offspring familial environmental values is
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attributable to the effects of parental phenotypes or familial environmental
values) or 0.5 (50% of the variance in offspring familial environmental
values). Results for a broader range of parameter values can be obtained
from the authors.

For each experimental design, false models were fitted to the ex
pected correlations generated under a given · 'true" model by nonlinear
weighted least squares (Rao et al., 1977). This involves minimizing with
respect to the parameters of the false model the function

C = 2.:: (Ni - 3)(Zi - Zi)2,

where Zi is the ith z-transformed correlation, Zi is the corresponding ex
pected correlation under the current estimates of the parameters values
and N i is the number of observations on which the correlation coefficient
is based. For each experimental design, some arbitrary large number (e.g.,
2400) was fixed as the total sample size and divided by the number of
types of relationships included in the design to give N i • For each set of
parameter values of the true model, the minimum chi-square value ob
tained by fitting a given false model was recorded. This permits us to
determine the number of pairs of relatives which would be necessary to
reject the false model at a given significance level with a given probability.

One estimate of the required sample size can be obtained by using
the chi-square value which tests the goodness of fit of the false model
(Martin et al., 1978). The minimum chi-square value obtained under the
false model is used as a noncentrality parameter A', with the number of
degrees of freedom, k, equal to the number of observed statistics minus
the number of free parameters of the false model. The number of complete
sets of pairs of relatives required to reject the false model at the 5%
significance level with a probability of 80% is then estimated as

w"here A is the noncentrality parameter A(O.05,O.80,k) obtained from the table
of noncentral chi- square (Pearson and Hartley, 1972, Table 25) and N is
the total sample size arbitrarily fixed for the experimental design in
question.

The overall chi-square test of goodness of fit provides a very con
servative statistic for comparing the fit of different models. A much more
powerful comparison is possible when, as here, the models to be com
pared are special cases of the same general model (Joreskog, 1978). If
Cl is the chi-square value obtained by fitting a simple model, and C2 is
the chi-square value obtained by fitting a more complex model of which
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Table III. Likelihood-Ratio Comparisons

Comparison df

(i) To detect genetic variation

(ii) To detect cultural variation

(iii) To detect VeT

(iv) To resolve mechanisms of VCT

h, C, P > C, P
h, C, q > c, q
h, c, p, q > c, P
h, c, p. q > c, q
h, c, p > h
h, c, q > h
h, c, p > h, C

h, c, q > h, C

h, c, p, q > h, c, P
h, c, p, q > h, c, q

1
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1

the former model is a special case, then the likelihood ratio C' = (CI 
C2) is also distributed asymptotically as chi-square, with the number of
degrees of freedom equal to the number of parameters of the more com
plex model whose values must be fixed to yield the simpler model. To
compare competing models by likelihood-ratio test when neither one is a
special case of the other, we must also fit a more complex model which
includes both as special cases. If only one of the alternative models gives
a significantly worse fit than the complex model, the other model will be
preferred; otherwise both models will be rejected in favor of the complex
model (Joreskog, 1978). All the models which we have used in our sim
ulations are special cases of the general model h, c, p, q (or h, c, p, q,
d, or h, c, p, q, f.L in some series of simulations). We have therefore
preferred to tabulate required sample sizes assuming that the more pow
erfullikelihood-ratio test, rather than the chi-square test of goodness of
fit, is used to compare models.

For each experimental design, we wish to determine the sample sizes
that would be necessary to (i) detect genetic variation (reject, with a
probability of 0.8, at the 5% significance level, the hypothesis that h =
0), (ii) detect cultural variation (reject the hypothesis that C = 0); (iii)
detect VeT (reject the hypothesis that p = q = 0); or (iv) resolve the
basis of VeT (reject the hcp model if correlations were generated under
the hcq model, or vice versa). Table III summarizes the likelihood-ratio
comparisons which are needed to reject these hypotheses. In some cases
several likelihood-ratio comparisons are possible. For example, to test
for the presence of genetic variation, when correlations have been gen
erated under the hcp model, we would (i) test the cp model against the
true model and (ii) test the cq model against the full model. Clearly, in
order to reject the hypothesis that h = 0, we need to obtain significant
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likelihood ratios in each case . We therefore tabulate the larger of the
sample sizes computed for testing each model. In all cases the general
h, c, p, q, etc., model, and the true model, will give a perfect fit to the
generated correlations. The likelihood ratio for testing a given false model
against the true model or the full model will therefore be identical to the
chi-square test of goodness of fit of the false model but \-vill be based on
fewer degrees of freedom. The likelihood-ratio value obtained for testing
a given false model against the true or the full model is then used as a
noncentrality parameter, and the sample size required to reject the false
model at the 5% significance level with a probability of 80% is estimated
in exactly the same manner as when using the overall chi-square test of
goodness of fit.

RESULTS

Tables IV-VII summarize the number of pairs of relatives (or thou
sands of pairs of relatives, denoted by K) required under different ex
perimental designs, for a limited range of parameter values, to detect
genetic variation, detect cultural variation, detect VCT, or resolve two
different mechanisms of VCT (P-E, when p =1= 0; E-E, when q =1= 0).
Table VIII summarizes, for a broader range of parameter values, the
sample sizes required to detect mixed genetic and cultural transmission,
i.e., the sample size required (i) to reject purely cultural models, (ii) to
reject purely genetic models, and (iii) to detect veT. The sample size
given in Table VIII will therefore be the largest of the corresponding
sample sizes given in Tables IV, V, and VI for those population parameter
values which are given in all tables. In Table VIII, we report sample sizes
for values of h of 0.7746, 0.6325, 0.4472, and 0.5477 (corresponding to
narrow heritabilities of 0.6, 0.4, 0.2, and 0.3). The corresponding value
of C is not reported but was constrained in data simulation to give cor
responding values of (c2 + 2hac) of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.3 (and values of
e2 of 0.2, 0.2,0.2, and 0.4). It is assumed that there is no dominance and
no assortative mating (i.e., d = I-.l = 0). Under the E-E model with
random mating, a = 0, so this implies values of c of 0.4472, 0.6325,
0.7746, and 0.5477. Under the P-E model, the equilibrium value of a will
be a function of parameters h, c, and p, so the value of c will vary.

We shall not attempt to point out all the trends that can be discerned
in Tables IV-VIII. Some of these, e.g., the decreased sample sizes re
quired to detect genetic variation with increasing values of h or to detect
cultural variation or cultural transmission with increasing values of p or
q, are too obvious to require detailed explanation. Others, interested
readers may note for themselves. Rather, we focus on the major impli-
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Table IV. Sample Sizes Required for the Detection of Genetic Variation

Parameter value Experimental design

h p q Tl T2 T3 T4 Al A2 A3 A4 A5 Nl N2 N3 N4 N5 N6
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Table V. Sample Sizes Required for the Detection of Cultural Variation o'
0"

I)'Q

r;'
Parameter value Experimental design !.

~

=:I

h Tl T2 T3 T4 Al A2 A3 A4 A5 Nl N2 N3 N5
:::r

p q N4 N6 ft)
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0.6325 0.3 0.0 411 524 653 906 300 427 188 311 185 544 543 549 680 673 807 =n
0.5 0.0 386 513 627 793 366 348 193 276 188 473 512 504 579 588 691

~

0.0 0.3 362 432 514 715 224 362 149 268 150 480 456 482 599 568 680
0.0 0.5 414 552 690 816 240 373 150 239 142 481 553 535 584 601 701

0.4472 0.3 0.0 147 181 221 308 103 151 62 116 63 195 191 196 244 238 286
0.5 0.0 149 199 249 318 118 120 60 101 62 185 199 196 228 231 273
0.0 0.3 137 166 199 277 91 143 57 110 58 182 174 182 226 217 259
0.0 0.5 153 204 254 308 98 136 56 99 56 181 204 198 220 226 265
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Table VI. Sample Sizes Required for the Detection of Vertical Cultural Transmission

Parameter value Experimental design

h p q Tl T2 T3 T4 Al A2 A3 A4 A5 Nl N2 N3 N4 N5 N6

0.6325 0.3 0.0 911 1013 1211 1434 2131 858 829 816 928 944 1156 1159 1146 1151 1347
0.5 0.0 428 488 572 677 1052 388 386 378 433 451 530 533 538 541 624
0.0 0.3 2299 2157 2696 2492 2834 1620 1435 1375 1556 1635 3025 2904 2004 2043 2404
0.0 0.5 799 768 927 837 965 573 505 480 543 577 962 880 660 699 772

0.4472 0.3 0.0 537 568 695 773 1008 459 389 420 455 509 685 686 621 624 733
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Table VII. Sample Sizes Required to Resolve Mechanisms of Cultural Transmission

Parameter value Experimental design

h p q T1 T2 T3 T4 Al A2 A3 A4 AS Nl N2 N3

0.6325 0.3 0.0 - 50K 48K 19K - - 189K 82K 102K 15K 382K 47K
0.5 0.0 - 22K 27K 9125 - - 43K 20K 25K 6845 22K 8510
0.0 0.3 - 114K 60K 31K - - 861K 228K 422K 27K 896K 852K
0.0 0.5 - 37K 44K 12K - - 154K 71K 89K 9182 142K 22K

0.4472 0.3 0.0 - 21K 33K 20K - - 1488K 216K 335K 14K 501K 50K
0.5 0.0 - 10K 12K 7244 - - 92K 27K 82K 5131 21K 6999
0.0 0.3 - 44K 46K 26K - - 10694K 815K 738K 19K 97885K 186K
0.0 0.5 - 14K 17K 8090 - - 446K 120K 138K 6180 57K 12K
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Table VIII. Sample Sizes Required to Detect Both Genetic and Cultural Inheritance

Parameter value Experimental design

h p q T1 T2 T3 T4 Al A2 A3 A4 A5 N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6

0.7746 0.3 0.0 2518 2898 3383 4209 7699 2767 2915 2671 3164 2802 3200 3213 3400 3410 4212
0.5 0.0 1608 2074 2448 3084 4776 1710 1744 1597 1897 1952 2112 2090 2384 2406 2822
0.0 0.3 9702 9569 11953 10991 10378 6526 6030 5342 6165 7032 12867 12341 8644 18789 10371
0.0 0.5 3428 3422 4152 3701 3616 2339 2151 1884 2184 2507 4187 3788 2868 3055 3374

0.6325 0.3 0.0 911 1013 1211 1434 2131 975 829 816 928 944 1156 1159 1146 1151 1347
0.5 0.0 428 513 627 793 1052 848 403 378 433 451 530 533 579 541 624
0.0 0.3 2299 2157 2696 2492 2834 1620 1435 1375 1556 1635 3025 2904 2004 3043 2404
0.0 0.5 799 768 927 837 965 1185 635 589 543 577 962 880 660 699 772

0.4472 0.3 0.0 1081 1384 1728 1883 1589 3733 1319 1486 1016 1145 1432 1318 1427 1394 1672
0.5 0.0 1081 1290 1586 1584 1064 3175 1068 1062 762 921 1173 1173 1102 1412 1694 :=

~

0.0 0.3 1081 1275 1550 2161 2872 5175 1858 2463 1564 1428 1414 1423 1769 1760 2099 ~
pot.

=-0.0 0.5 1081 1174 1461 1868 2872 4439 1778 2325 1518 1344 1382 1322 1596 1655 1700 '"
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cations of our simulations for the question of experimental design. To
facilitate interpretation of these tables, for each set of parameter values
we have underlined the required sample size for the experimental design
for each research strategy (extended twin, adoption, extended nuclear
family) which is most powerful.

Extended Twin Designs

If cultural transmission is based on parental phenotypes (P-E, im
plying that p ~ 0), then design Tl (MZ and DZ twin plus parent-offspring
pairs) is consistently the most powerful design. Progressively adding MZ
uncle/aunt-nephew/niece (design T2), MZ half-sibling (design T3), and
uncle/aunt-nephew/niece and first cousin (design T4) pairs produces a
progressive decrease in power. If there is E-E transmission (q ~ 0), the
same ranking of designs is also found for the detection of genetic variation
and the detection of cultural variation. For the detection of E-E cultural
transmission, design T3 is even less powerful than design T4. Otherwise,
the same ranking still applies under some population parameter values,
but under other values (e.g., q = 0.7, not shown here; or h = 0.7746 or
0.6325, q = 0.3 or 0.5) design T2 is slightly more powerful than design
Tl. Since in our model, under random mating with E-E transmission, the
expected correlations between parent and offspring and between MZ twin
and MZ cotwin's offspring are identical, this implies merely that the power
of design T1 can be increased by increasing the proportion of pairs of
relatives who are parent-offspring.

It is informative to compare the power of two extended nuclear
family designs which are analogues of designs T2 and T3: design Nl, in
which design Tl is supplemented by adding in uncle/aunt-nephew/niece
pairs; and design N4, in which there is further addition of first-cousin
pairs. Just as design T2 is consistently more powerful than design T3 and
usually less powerful than design Tl, so design Nl is consistently more
powerful than design N4 and generally (with important exceptions when
there is E-E transmission) less powerful than design Tl. For the detection
of genetic variation, the extended twin designs are more powerful than
the corresponding extended nuclear-family designs (T2 vs N l, T3 vs N4)
if there is E-E transmission but less powerful if there is P-E transmission.
For the detection of cultural variation, the extended twin designs are
more powerful at low values of p or q, and the extended nuclear-family
designs are more powerful at high values. To detect VeT transmission,
the extended nuclear-family designs are consistently more powerful.
Under E-E transmission, and for many parameter values under P-E
transmission, indeed, design Nl is actually more powerful than design
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Tl at detecting VCT. Thus despite the intuitive appeal of collecting data
on MZ twin pairs and their offspring, it appears that data on the offspring
of DZ twin pairs (or pairs of full siblings) would be more informative.

For the detection of both genetic and cultural transmission, design
Tl emerges as the most powerful of the extended twin designs and gen
erally more powerful than design N I, except for some parameter values
when there is E-E transmission (see Table VIII). Design 1 does not,
however, allow us to determine whether environmental transmission is
P-E or E-E (Table VII). For this purpose design T4 is the most powerful
of the extended twin designs, though still less powerful than designs N 1
and N4. However, the'sample sizes required to resolve the mechanism
of environmental transmission are so large as to make this goal unob
tainable under the model which we consider.

Adoption Designs

We compare two core designs, comprising nuclear-family data plus
data on pairs of biological parent and adopted-away offspring (design AI)
or pairs of adoptive parent and adopted offspring (design A2). We also
examine the effects of combining these two designs (design A4) or sup
plementing design Alar design A4 with data on pairs of biological and
adopted offspring reared by the same parents (designs A3 and AS).

For the detection of genetic variation (Table IV), design Al is con
sistently and predictably more powerful than design A2. Extending design
A2 by the inclusion of pairs of biological/adopted offspring (design A3)
leads to an increase in power, the power of design A3 being greater than
that of design Al under E-E transmission, or under P-E transmission
when the narrow heritability (h 2

) is small. The combined design (A4) is
still more powerful except at low values of h2

, when design A3 is more
powerful. The full design (AS) is consistently the most powerful of all the
adoption designs.

For the detection of cultural variation (Table V), design A2 is again
the least powerful design for most parameter values [except when p =

0.7 (not shown) or h = 0.6325, p = 0.5, when design Al is even less
powerful]. The full design (AS) is one of the two most powerful designs,
design 7 being equally powerful. Designs AI and A4 are of intermediate
power, design Al being more powerful at low values of p and q but less
powerful at higher values. For the detection ofVCT (Table VI), however,
using data on pairs of adopted offspring and adoptive parent (design A2)
is considerably more powerful than using pairs of biological parent and
adopted-away offspring (design AI) and comparable in power, at least
under P-E transmission, to using the full design CAS). Designs A3 and
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A4 are the most powerful designs for detecting nongenetic transmission,
design A3 being more powerful at low values of h2

, and design A4 at
intermediate and high (not shown) values. Design A4 is also more pow
erful for resolving alternative mechanisms of VeT (Table VII), but since
the sample sizes required to achieve this are so enormous, this theoretical
advantage is of no practical importance.

Overall, designs A4 and A5 are the most powerful of the adoption
designs for detecting both genetic and cultural transmission (Table VIII).
Design A4 is more powerful at high values of h2 or intermediate values
associated with low values of p or q; design A5 is more powerful at low
values of h2 or intermediate values associated with higher values of p or
q. Both of these designs require that data are available on both pairs of
biological parent and adopted-away offspring and pairs of adoptive parent
and adopted offspring. Design AI, in which nuclear-family data are com
bined with data on pairs of biological parent and adopted-away offspring
are added to the basic nuclear-family design, is a much less powerful
design, particularly at high values of h2 (and corresponding low values
of the cultural variation). Extending the nuclear-family design with pairs
of adoptive parent and adopted offspring (design A2) also gives a much
less powerful design, particularly at low values of h2

. However, when
data on the biological parents of adopted-away offspring are unavailable,
adding data on pairs of biological and adoptive offspring reared by the
same parents to design A2 (design A3) permits the detection of cultural
and genetic transmission with a power not much less than when designs
A4 or A5 can be used.

Extended Nuclear-Family Designs

In our comparison of extended nuclear-family designs, we examine
the effects of supplementing design Tl with data on uncle/aunt-nephew/
niece (design Nl), grandparent-grandchild (design N2), and first-cousin
(design N3) pairs or combining designs Nl and N3 (design N4), Nt and
N2 (design N5), or Nl, N2, and N3 (design N6). For the detection of
genetic variation (Table IV) or the detection of cultural variation (Table
V), design N6 is consistently the least powerful. Design Nl is the most
powerful for detecting genetic variation in the presence of P-E trans
mission and for detecting cultural variation when there is strong VeT (p
= 0.5 or q = 0.5). Design N2 is generally the most powerful for detecting
genetic variation in the presence of E-E transmission (except when h =
0.4472) and for detecting cultural variation when there is only moderate
cultural transmission (p = 0.3 or q = 0.3). Design N3 is generally more
powerful than design N2 under those conditions where design N 1 is the
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most powerful design. It is also as powerful as, or slightly more powerful
than, N2 for detecting genetic variation in the presence of E-E trans
mission. It is less powerful than design Nl for the detection of cultural
variation when p = 0.5 or q = 0.5, when design 1'.J"2 is the most powerful.
Designs N4 and N5 are less powerful than designs N 1-N3 but more
powerful than design N6 and are generally comparable in power. For the
detection of genetic variation or the detection of cultural variation, the
extended nuclear-family designs are all less powerful than design Tl, the
only exception being with h = 0.4472 and p = 0.5, when design Nl is
the most powerful.

Design Nl is the most powerful of the extended nuclear-family de
signs for detecting VeT (Table VI), and designs N4 and N5 are generally
the next most powerful. When there is E-E transmission, these three
designs are more powerful than design Tl. For some parameter values
when there is P-E transmission, Nl is still more powerful than design
Tl, though designs N4 and N5 are less powerful. Design N6 is the least
powerful, if there is P-E transmission. If there is E-E transmission,
however, design N6 is more powerful than N2 or N3. Once again we find
that the resolution of different mechanisms of cultural transmission cannot
be achieved with realistic sample sizes (Table VII).

Supplementing the nuclear-family plus twins design (Tl) with uncle/
aunt-nephew/niece data (Nl) is generally the most powerful method of
detecting both genetic and environmental transmission (Table VIII). It is
consistently the most powerful method when the heritability is high (h
= 0.7746 or 0.6325). Using data on grandparent-grandchild or first-cousin
pairs instead (designs N2 and N3) gives a trivial improvement in power
when the heritability is low but requires much larger sample sizes if the
heritability is high or, if there is E-E transmission, moderate (h = 0.5477).
Adding to design Nl first-cousin pairs (design N4), grandparent-granchild
pairs (NS), or both types of relatives (N6) generally gives even less power
than designs N2 and N3, if there is P-E transmission or if there is E-E
transmission and the heritability is low. Otherwise, design N4, in partic
ular, gives a considerable improvement in power over designs N2 and
N3. The most informative extended nuclear-family design will therefore
include uncle-nephew pairs and, if E-E cultural transmission is sus
pected, pairs of first cousins too. Design T 1 is consistently more powerful
than any of the extended nuclear-family designs when there is P-E trans
mission (except that design Nl is more powerful when h = 0.4472 and
p = 0.5) or when the heritability is low (h = 0.4472). When there is E
E transmission and the heritability is moderate or high, Tl is less powerful
than designs Nl and N4, and it is even less powerful than designs N5
and N6 when q = 0.5.
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Nonfamilial Environmental Effects

Table VIII includes required sample sizes for the detection of both
genetic and cultural transmission for the cases where h2 = c2 + 2hac =

0,4 and e2 = 0.2 and where h2 = c2 + 2hac = 0.3 and e2 = 0.4 (i.e., h
= 0.6325 and h = 0.5477). This permits us to examine the consequences
of increased individual-specific environmental variation for experimental
design. Predictably ~ the required sample sizes for 80% power are con
sistently larger when the proportion of variation due to nonshared envi
ronmental effects is higher. The ranking of extended twin designs is es
sentially unchanged, except that when e2 = 0.4, design Tl is still more
powerful than design T2 even under E-E transmission (though still less
powerful than design N 1 at intermediate or high values of h). The ranking
of adoption designs is unchanged under E-E transmission, but under P
E transmission with p = 0.5, the full adoption design (A5) becomes the
most powerful, and design A2 (nuclear-family plus adoptive parent
adopted offspring relationships) becomes the least powerful. Of the ex
tended nuclear-family designs, design N6 remains the least powerful under
P-E transmission, and design Nl (parent-offspring, twin, and uncle
nephew pairs) remains the most powerful if p = 0.3 but is less powerful
than design N3 (replacing uncle-nephew with first-cousin pairs) when p
= 0.5. Designs N4 and N5 are less powerful than designs N2 and N3 at
low as well as high values of the cultural transmission parameter p. Under
E-E transmission, designs Nl and N4 remain the two most powerful for
the detection of genetic and culturaltransmission, but design N5 becomes
the third most powerful design even at low values of q. To some extent,
therefore, the choice among different extended nuclear-family designs
will be dependent upon an investigator's prior knowledge about the rel
ative magnitude of familial and nonfamilial environmental influences on
a trait.

Effects of Dominance

Table IX gives sample sizes required for the detection ofboth additive
genetic variance and VeT when one-third of the total genetic variance is
due to dominance. This table is based on simulations which assume that
40% of the variance in a trait is due to genetic factors and 40% is due to
cultural influences shared by twins or siblings (including gene-environ
ment covariance). Also repeated in this table, for ease of comparison,
are the sample sizes for the case where there is no dominance (h =

0.6325). We do not attempt to estimate the sample sizes requires to find
significant evidence for dominance variance, since it is already known
that these are too large to be feasible in behavioral studies (Martin et al.,
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1978; Heath, 1983). Rather, we explore the consequences of ignoring the
effects of dominance.

If we exclude from consideration offspring of consanguineous mat
ings, double first cousins, and similar rare relationships, polygenic dom
inance contributes to the correlation between MZ twins (coefficient of 1)
and between siblings (coefficient of!) but no other relationships. It will
tend to inflate the correlation between siblings and, especially, the cor
relation between MZ twins, relative to other correlations. In extended
twin and extended nuclear-family designs, therefore, intergenerational
correlations will be smaller, relative to intragenerational correlations,
than would be expected under purely additive gene action. The occur
rence of VCT is usually detected by the presence of greater intergener
ational correlations than would be expected under additive gene action
alone. The effects of dominance will therefore tend to mask those of VCT.
In the absence of VCT, dominance will lead to negative estimates of
cultural transmission parameters p and q. As the importance of dominance
increases, therefore, sample sizes required to detect a give degree of
cultural transmission will increase, then diminish again as the dominance
component of variance becomes sufficiently large to mask completely the
cultural transmission, and yield increasingly large negative estimates of
cultural transmission parameters. This problem is clearly seen for the
case where q = 0.3 in the extended nuclear-family and extended twin
designs, where extremely large sample sizes are required to detect cultural
transmission. For the moderate degree of dominance assumed in these
simulations, sample sizes required to detect both genetic and cultural
inheritance are· considerably increased compared to the case where the
same amount of genetic variance is purely additive. In other simulations
assuming a larger degree of dominance (not shown), sample sizes appear
to be decreased, but negative estimates of cultural transmission param
eters p and q are obtained.

In the adoption-based designs which we consider (which do not con
tain MZ twin pairs), the only effect of dominance will be to inflate the
full-sibling correlation. In designs which do not include biological/adopted
sibling pairs (designs AI, A2, and A4), this will lead to an overestimation
of the importance of shared familial environmental effects. In designs A3
and AS, in contrast, because these designs include biological/adopted
sibling pairs, ignoring dominance will lead to an overestimate of the im
portance of additive genetic variation and gene-environment covariation
(if p =1= 0). However, the expected correlations between parent and off
spring and between biological parent and adopted-away offspring are in
part functions of the additive genetic variance (h2

). For a given amount
of genetic variance, therefore, the magnitude of the parent-offspring and
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biological parent-adopted offspring correlations will decrease as the pro
portion of genetic variance due to dominance increases. The detection of
genetic variance will therefore become increasingly difficult, and the de
tection of shared environmental variation will become correspondingly
more easy. The detection of both genetic and cultural transmission is still
most difficult with designs Al (nuclear family plus adoptive parent
adopted offspring) and A2 (nuclear family plus biological parent-adopted
away offspring) and easiest using the combined designs (A4 and A5), as
under purely additive gene action (see Table IX). In general the sample
sizes required to detect both genetic and cultural transmission are in
creased if there is genetic dominance, but under P-E transmission there
is actually an apparent increase in power using design AI.

Effects of Phenotypic Assortative Mating

For the simulations in which the effects of assortative mating were
examined, it was assumed that all experimental designs in Table I were
supplemented with data on pairs of spouses. As before, it was assumed
that pairs of relatives of each type were sampled in equal numbers and
independently. Mate selection was assumed to be based on phenotype,
though other mechanisms of assortative mating might also be considered
plausible (Rao et al., 1979; Heath and Eaves, 1985). No models assuming
random mating were fitted to the generated correlations between rela
tives, since it was considered unlikely that an investigator confronted
with a positive marital correlation would ignore the possibility of assor
tative mating.

Table X gives the minimum sample sizes required to detect both
genetic and cultural transmission under these assumptions, for the case
where h2 = c2 + 2hac = 0.4 and d2 = O. It should be noted that under
phenotypic assortative mating, there will be a significant genotype-en
vironmental correlation under E-E transmission as well as under P-E
transmission, so the values of c will vary for different values of q (or p),
h, and 1Jv. The results given in Table X for positive values of IJv clearly
cannot be compared directly to the results given in other tables, which
are based on designs which do not include spouse pairs. We therefore
include in Table X sample sizes computed for the case where IJv = 0,
assuming that designs including spouse pairs have been used.

For the extended twin and extended nuclear-family designs which
we consider, we find that as the intensity of phenotypic assortative mating
increases, the sample sizes required to detect environmental variation,
genetic variation, or cultural transmission increase. The exception to this
is the increase in power, compared to random mating, which is observed
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using designs Tl, N2, and N3 when the marital correlation is low (/-1 =
0.2) and there is only weak cultural transmission (p = 0.3 or q = 0.3).
In contrast, the power of adoption designs to detect genetic and cultural
transmission increases as the intensity of mate selection increases. In
extended twin and nuclear-family designs, mate selection and VCT have
similar effects on the correlation between relatives: both will augment
the correlation between pairs of relatives above the values expected under
additive gene action with purely random mating by an amount which
increases the more remote the relationship and the stronger the degree
of assortative mating or VCT. We would therefore expect the resolution
of VCT and genetic transmission to become increasingly difficult as the
intensity of mate selection increases. In adoption data, in contrast to
extended twin and nuclear-family data, there is a separation of genetic
transmission (from the biological parents) and VCT (from the adoptive
parents). Assortative mating will increase both the genetic correlation
between biological relatives and the cultural correlation between adoptive
relatives and, thereby, improve our ability to discriminate between ge
netic and cultural transmission.

The relative power of different extended twin designs is largely un
changed by the occurrence of assortative mating. Design Tl becomes the
most powerful of the extended twin designs even under E-E transmission.
Design T3 becomes more powerful than design T4 under E-Etransmission
with very strong assortative mating (f-1 = 0.6). Design NI becomes less
powerful than design TI even under E-E transmission, when the degree
of assortation is high (f-1 = 0.4 or 0.6) and levels of cultural transmission
are high (q = 0.5). Of the extended nuclear-family designs, design Nl
remains the most powerful design if there is E-E transmission (except
when f-1 = 0.6 and q = 0.3) or if there is P-E transmission and there is
only moderate cultural transmission (p = 0.3) and moderate assortative
mating (/-1 =1= 0.6). When there is strong P-E transmission with phenotypic
assortative mating, design N4 (design N 1 supplemented with first-cousin
pairs) becomes the most powerful design.

Design A3 (nuclear-family plus adoptive parent-adopted offspring
plus biological/adoptive sibling relationships) becomes the most powerful
of the adoption designs if there is P-E transmission or the second most
powerful design (after design A4) under E-E transmission when there is
phenotypic as sortative mating. Design A4 is generally the second most
powerful adoption design under P-E transmission and is generally more
powerful than, or comparable in power to, design 9. Designs Al (nuclear
family plus biological parent-adopted-away offspring) and A2 (nuclear
family plus adoptive parent-adopted offspring) remain the least powerful
of the adoption designs under assortative mating as under random mating.
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Some of the simplifying assumptions implied by our analyses must
be .emphasized. We ignore nonrandom placement of adopted offspring
and nonrandom sampling of genotypes and environments. Although in
principle such problems can be handled in model fitting (Cavalli-Sforza
and Feldman, 1981; Heath, 1983), their implications for the power of
adoption designs have not yet been explored. We have not considered
the effects of misspecification of models of mate selection (Heath and
Eaves, 1985; Rao et al., 1979) or of VCT (Cloninger et al., 1979a; Rao
et al., 1979). Nevertheless, we do not expect such complexities to alter
our main conclusions.

The most important simplifying assumption of this study has been
that pairs of relatives are sampled at random and in equal numbers. In
reality, this assumption will never be satisfied. In all the designs which
we have considered ~ each family tested (e.g., a twin pair and their parents)
will provide information about more than one relationship. In many of
these designs available relatives are ascertained through twin pairs or
adopted individuals ~ and so the numbers and proportions of different types
of relationship will be determined largely by this fact. This simplification
is not a problem when, as here, our concern is to identify which rela
tionships are particularly informative for resolving biological and cultural
inheritance. It would not be appropriate, however, to use the figures
which we have tabulated to determine the sample sizes needed for a study
in which pairs of relatives are not sampled at random and in equal num
bers. This question is beyond the scope of the present paper.

From our consideration of extended twin and extended nuclear-fam
ily designs, it appears that combining data on parent-offspring and MZ
and DZ twin pairs is a very powerful strategy. Despite the intuitive appeal
of including MZ uncle-nephew and MZ half-sibling relationships (Nance
and Corey, 1976), this will actually lead to an increase in the number of
relatives who must be tested in order to detect genetic and cultural trans
mission. Supplementing the twins plus parents design with data on uncle
nephew and (if there is E-E transmission or P-E transmission with strong
assortative mating) first-cousin relationships is, in fact, more informative
for the range of parameter values considered here. There is another in
stance (cf Heath and Eaves, 1985) where the high correlations found
between MZ twin pairs makes the discrimination among subtle hypotheses
using the relatives of MZ twin pairs more difficult than when using the
relatives of DZ twin pairs or siblings. In this case, presumably, the small
difference between the parent-offspring and the MZ uncle-nephew cor
relations, when the MZ twin correlation is high, makes the detection of
cultural transmission more difficult.
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From our comparison of adoption designs, it is apparent that sup
plementing the nuclear-family design with data on adoptive parents and
their adopted offspring is a comparatively weak strategy. The most pow
erful designs also include data on biological parents and their adopted
away offspring. When such data are unavailable, however, data on pairs
of biological and adoptive offspring reared by the same parents provide
an informative supplement to the nuclear-family plus adoptive parent
adopted offspring paradigm. Such a design is particularly powerful when
there is strong assortative mating for the trait under investigation. Adop
tion designs in general emerge as less vulnerable to such unsuspected
complications as genetic dominance and actually show an increase in
power when there is assortative mating. In contrast, extended twin and
nuclear-family designs will often lead to negative estimates of cultural
transmission when there is strong genetic dominance, and their power is
considerably reduced as the degree of assortative mating increases.
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